
Results of the informative meeting for Greek Organisations
& 

Organisations that are informed about Trashycle project without attending the
informative meeting

TRASHYCLE



ORGANISATIONS THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE INFORMATIVE MEETING ABOUT THE PROJECT:
Women on top; Professional and economic empowerment of women
ELIX; Volunteerism, youth exchange, non formal education
Ελληνικό Κέντρο Ψυχιατρικής Και Περίθαλψης “ΚΩΣΤΗΣ ΜΠΑΛΛΑΣ”; Mental health
Anima ngo; Mental Health and social support

ORGANISATIONS & PROFESSIONALS THAT ARE INFORMED ABOUT THE PROJECT BUT DID NOT ATTEND THE
INFORMATIVE MEETING
Dare.Dance.Digitalize; brings physical theater/dance theater and psychology closer to society and closer to
digital technology
Challedu; Pioneers in research and development of specialized games, tools, workshops and activities with social
and educational impact. 
InfinityGreece; Provides young people with entrepreneurial, media and digital skills in order to help them
develop individually and proffesionally

This survey was made for organisations
and other entities to test the programs flexibility. 



How would you rate the clarity and comprehensiveness of the Trashycle program guidelines?

Very bad Excellent1        2         3         4          5     

Do you believe the Trashycle guidelines adequately address the needs of your organization and the beneficiaries you serve?

Yes No

Yes with some adaptations 

Although our organisation is not working directly with youth,
I believe this project could work with our beneficiaries as we already share some common ideas and practices.

participated in the info-meeting =

answered after getting informed via emails =

It fits in some areas

For sure, we always try to provide as many entrepreneurial knowledge and skills
to our community either through projects, workshops, seminars etc



Yes No

Are the steps outlined in the guidelines clear?Is the purpose of this program clear?

Yes No

Are the steps outlined in the guidelines practical and feasible for implementation within your organization?

Yes, with the exception of finding an appropriate makers' space to help with implementation

Yes, although some alterations may be needed.

Yes No
They are okay

I think so

Yes, we house a pretty vast community of volunteers that will probably be intrigued
to participate in this project. Also, we frequently host workshops and meetings regarding relevant topics

participated in the info-meeting =

answered after getting informed via emails =



Yes No

Do you find this program inclusive?Do you find this program flexible?

Yes No

Do you think this program corresponds
 to existing needs of our society?

Yes No

participated in the info-meeting =

answered after getting informed via emails =



What suggestions do you have for improving the training content
or format to better suit the needs of the organisations?

Suggestions No suggestions

How likely are you to incorporate the Trashycle program guidelines
into your organization's activities or projects?

Not likely Definitely1        2         3         4          5     

Do you need more information/training on this program? 

Yes No

An online meeting will help
clear out any questionmarks on both ends 

participated in the info-meeting =

answered after getting informed via emails =



What additional support or resources would facilitate the successful implementation of the Trashycle program
guidelines in your organization?

Do you foresee any challenges or barriers in applying the guidelines to your organization's context? 
If so, please specify.

Securing funding and finding an appropriate makers' space to help with implementation

We will have, eventually, difficulties to locate our Safe Space

The challenges would probably have to do with the different needs,
skills and personalities of our beneficiaries. 

Generally, not concerningthe context. But, it depends on the focus group.
For example, addressing the project in refugee and migrant children ,
the language maybe a barrier and extend rhe sessions

Securing funding and finding an appropriate makers' space to help with implementation

Resources and educational material for circular economy

Material and funding

Not match our top priorities

Maybe that the guideline is quite big and it would take a lot of time
to complete the whole thing. But pieces can be applied of course.

I did not understand if there would be powerpoints provided. If not, maybe it would help. 

A trainer would help guide us through the steps of the program

participated in the info-meeting =

answered after getting informed via emails =



Who do you think this program could benefit the most and how?

Teenage girls and unemployed women

Vulnerable, deprived groups that face social exclusion and economic issues,
such as refugee, people with mental health issues, neets, Roma teenagers through the sessions that
may be give them an opportunity or another perspective mainly for the professional development. 

Strengthen capacity and social skills of participants 

The people am working with so they can use their fantasy with non cost products
and be happy with the results they made

The program is simple at its core, making it easy to apply in different contexts and people.

What is unclear about this program?

How to secure funding and find an appropriate makers' space to help with implementation

Maybe, some more results, data concerning the progress of the beneficiaries with mental health issues.

Activities and concept of the program ARE clear.

Organizations that work with youth.

Being centred around youth, young people especially ones aiming to be future entrepreneurs
are likely to benefit from this program, all the more if they are somehow excluded in any way

I believe that the scope is pretty clear but the specific implementation
of the steps needs some communication

participated in the info-meeting =

answered after getting informed via emails =



3
50%

4
25%

5
25%

Did the informative meeting meet your expectations? Please explain.

Which aspect of the informative meeting did you find most valuable or informative?

Yes, it was interesting, practical and interactive

Yes. It was clear, short and focused on the project. 

Very much

More than expected

Yes, it was clear and informative and we had a friendly atmosphere.

Going through the guidelines and meeting with other organisations

The experience from Tampere

The description of the results

Than we will use recycle staff 

The sharing of the personal view from the "case study"

participated in the info-meeting =

answered after getting informed via emails =

Definately = 5
Not likely =1

Most of the organisations would
incorporate the Trashycle program guidelines

into their organization's activities or projects


